Two-Year Leadership Conference Call
June 25, 2015


Complete College America Update—Bruce Vandal
- Roughly 200 people from 30 states attended conference in Minneapolis, MN
- Remediation and co-requisite model discussed
  - Several states scaling co-requisite remediation
  - Beginning to see results at system level
    - Data is compelling; success rates are four/five times higher
      - Bruce volunteered to provide specific data if desired
    - CCA encouraging states to apply for a 12 month cycle of technical assistance and support
      - First cohort will start in November 2015
      - Deadline for application is August 14, 2015
        - John requested interested campuses notify him

WICHE ICE Course Sharing Model—Matt Springer and Pat Shea
- MUS exploring options to address the course sharing model, a more permanent infrastructure is needed to carry this into the future
  - Top-level discussion/decisions needed regarding infrastructure and mechanism
  - WICHE ICE is set up similar to course sharing model already being used across the state
- ICE (Internet Course Exchange) is a platform WICHE has for consortia and course sharing
  - Teaching institution and enrolling institution
    - Teaching institution decides which course will be available
    - Enrolling institution decides how many seats will be available
      - Ice Pick (coordinator) at teaching/enrolling institutions will load information into WICHE database, provide course information to students, load grades, etc.
        - Seamless for students, appears they are taking a course at their “home” institution
  - Few price options/models are available

Compass and ACT Discussion
- Compass testing is being discontinued in November 2015
- Cliff shared previous experience with assessments and placement processes

Next conference call will be July 15, Wednesday, 9:00-10:00

Meeting minutes taken by Katie Spalinger